
FALL WRITING ACTIVITIES FOR KINDERGARTEN

Fall Writing for Kindergarten is a perfect packet to engage your students in a variety of writing activities. Writing
Lessons, Writing Activities, Kinder Writing, 1st.

Leaf Creations Materials: leaves, crayons, glue, white construction paper Take your students on a leaf walk
and have them select one leaf each to bring back to class with them. The more leaf surface area a tree has, the
more food it may make for itself and the more oxygen it will transpire. The playing cards are available in
black and white and color for your convenience. How good is this method in your view? Her privacy folder
was down, when it was supposed to be up. My name is Mel and I'm a newbie here. If you click on the images,
it will take you to the source. We love changing out our writing centers to reflect holidays and seasons. This is
a great activity to accompany the new book by Lois Ehlert, Leaf Man. The beginning sounds activity is
available in the Fall Literacy Packet located in the printables section below. I encourage others to add to my
links, creating some nice references to have on-hand. Also, it may lead to interesting discoveries about the
numbers of leaves on different kinds of trees as well as variation in numbers on the same kinds of trees
growing in different situations, such as sunny or shady places, or areas crowded with many trees. Here are a
few kindergarten autumn resources to help you through it! Fall Graphing Activity This graphing activity is
available in the Fall Math Packet located in the printables section below. Cut husks from the green
construction paper and glue to the bottom of the corn. You can have the recording sheets at the table with the
cards in a pocket chart for the kids to see and simply record, you can hide them in a sensory bin, or you can
post them all around them room on the walls and let kids walk around with clipboards as they label the
pictures. November Kindergarten Math and Literacy Stations Check out these printable centers which are
perfect for you to print out no color ink required for your students! You may have just the vocabulary word
written several times, or you may have an actual sentence or two. Have the students trace a simple leaf pattern
onto white construction paper. Glue the leaf on to the paper and add features, such as arms and legs, head, or
tail. Your students will love these Halloween picture books! I mixed up Race to the Top with Common Core
neither of which our state participates in Each page contains a picture that matches a labeling card, and a space
for the students to write the word and then color the picture. If nothing seems funny to you, try to find
something you are thankful for. Literacy, math, printables, book lists and more! Here are some lesson plans
that will make your apple week the best one yet! What appple did the class like the least? Apple Themed
Literacy Centers Here are some of my apple themed resources. There are tons of fun fall writing activities in
this pack!


